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+441132351688 - https://newjadegarden.co.uk/?
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A complete menu of Jade Garden from Leeds covering all 13 dishes and drinks can be found here on the card.
For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Jade Garden:
through one of these website dinge that are so impersonal and not really inspire, we would never use a local

Chinese before, but those selected because we knew where it so knew it was probably a real kitchen. that eating
exceeded my expectations. the food was very delicious, each dish had different aromen, which not always so

with Chinese, and in contrast to many takeaways, the dishes were not filled with wobbles to... read more. What
User doesn't like about Jade Garden:

while I appreciate that the takeaways could be more busy at this time, but wait 3 hours and no delivery is a
sweat, even after calling 90 minutes after the order. if they can't deliver, they won't command. his 9 o'clock and
my man. are an important worker and at 5 o'clock and he is not eaten. read more. Get excited in Jade Garden
from Leeds for versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine that's traditionally cooked in a wok, Generally, the meals

are prepared in the shortest time and fresh for you.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Sid� dishe�
RICE

Beef dishe�
FILET MIGNON

Desser�
CREPES

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Soup
HOT AND SOUR SOUP

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Barbecu�
SPARE RIBS

Ingredient� Use�
PRAWNS

MEAT

CHICKEN

DUCK

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

FILET

TUNA STEAK

LAMB
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